
Simple Project Management

Video 6: Closing the Project

Just keep going. You're almost there!

As your monitoring phase produces verified‒or good, scope-aligned‒deliverables, the project will be either closing 
entirely or closing a phase. But how do you know that you're done? You probably guessed it; look at the plan.

Going all the way back, the charter will have your approval criteria, which has been incorporated into your plan. As 
the project manager, you can present the verified deliverables to be signed off, but someone else gets to make 
the decision to accept them. That may be a sponsor, an IT person, a customer... anyone defined by that charter.

Deliverables are only part of the close, though. You should be finalizing all of your documents, contracts, 
payments, team assignments, etc. Anything you had to plan for will be checked and taken care of hopefully in the 
monitoring phase. The closing phase is where you make sure the plan has been finished out, and the project can 
be ended. You should put final lessons learned, process notes and whatever level of report to your stakeholders 
together so you can get that official notice. A report is also a good idea for any next steps that should be taken in 
the project, such as tracking and measuring results or having a starting place for a future revision.

The other thing to think about is whether or not you have some sort of celebration planned into the close‒
whatever is appropriate for the project. Especially if you had help, the “unexpected” project manager should have 
a thank you and motivational celebration for anyone who provided assistance to the project.

As an aside, there might be projects which for some reason or another, don't finish. Budget cuts, shift in direction 
or timing can cause a project to be abandoned. There should be a plan for that, and you should be able to put 
together an appropriate report, keeping all of the assets and work together in case the project should ever restart.


